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PURPOSE:
Gianforte Hall will **educate students** and heighten the recognition of MSU as a **national leader in computing** by improving computing-related fields such as cybersecurity, electrical and computer engineering, and **creative industries** including animation, film production, digital photography, and music technology.

PRIORITIES:
- Create a **vibrant, welcoming hub** for computing innovation and collaborations
- Facilitate **enrollment growth and program impact** for the Gianforte School of Computing and co-locate programs.
- Encourage **interdisciplinary collaboration**.
- Establish a **flexible and adaptable framework** for future program evolution and diversification.
- Achieve **exemplary building and environmental high performance** through place-based passive and active strategies.
- Support regional and national **economic development**.

PROCESS:
- **Initial Ideas and Feedback**: generated by campus community **Users and Stakeholders**
- **Decisions and recommendations**: determined by the **Project Work Group**
- **Confirmation and Final Approval**: established though the **Steering Committee**
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